Open Internship Opportunities for the Fall of 2008

**IT SECURITY ASSISTANT**
These interns work with our IT Security Administration team to provision, modify and de-provision user access on Web Access Manager systems. They provide limited customer support for problem tickets. In addition, interns may participate in a variety of IT Security projects as their interest and time permits.

**CHEMISTRY LABORATORY TECHNICIAN**
This individual will become part of a small team of researchers working to develop new analytical techniques for lubricants. The technician will be focused on this R&D work, developing testing capabilities for phosphate ester fluids, and streamlining the use of an automatic titrator for acid neutralization testing of oils.

**DESKTOP SPECIALIST**
Provides the following support services: assistance in product use, problem resolution, installation of hardware and software, Moves, Adds, Changes (MACs), interface with vendors when necessary.

**SOFTWARE ENGINEER**
Work entails downloading building controllers with programs and testing the systems in the field via a defined commissioning process. Working with the project technician and/or senior project manager, interns will debug installations.

**MECHANICAL ENGINEER**
Applicant must be able to work in conjunction with a territory manager to correctly select, size, and price agitation equipment for customers. This main function requires understanding of both design issues and fluid dynamic concerns. The outcome of this daily objective is to generate well rounded engineering sound quotes and therefore necessitate a strong writing aptitude and excellent communication skills.

**WEB/APPLICATION DEVELOPER**
This intern will help develop web applications, e-commerce functionality, and web sites. Knowledge of ASP, ASP.NET, MS SQL Server, HTML/CSS, and JavaScript is preferred. BS in computer science and experience with AJAX, .NET technologies, specifically ASP.NET, and administering Windows based web servers is a plus.

**ELECTRONICS INTERN**
Interns will gain real-world experience in the electronics field working as a team with skilled cable assemblers on various day-to-day manufacturing requirements.

**SOFTWARE ENGINEER (2)**
We are looking for students with knowledge of .Net or ASP.NET. The prospective intern will be assigned to a project in team atmosphere. The student will work with a mentor who will offer assistance and guidance throughout the internship. He or she would be given assignments varying from programming to quality assurance to research. He or she will be tasked with completing their own assignments which will require the intern to work with minimal supervision.

*Students Register at [www.techquestpa.com](http://www.techquestpa.com) & click on PAID INTERNSHIPS*
*For More Information on the TechQuest Internship program call Evan Negroni at 717-635-2166*